Madam,
We are trying these days to follow the developments of the referendum campaign
through the “Irish Times”. We must confess that we usually lack the time to read
foreign Press, although we realize that it is always very useful to be informed
about what is going on outside our small everyday world. However, now we try to
do so, because on the 2nd of October the Irish people are called to vote (again) on
the Lisbon Treaty. And the outcome of the Irish referendum is of great interest to
us all, despite the fact we live on the other side of our common continent.
As you most probably know, we Greeks (and the rest of Europe’s peoples, Irish
excepted) have not been given the slightest chance to have our saying on this
famous Lisbon Treaty. Thus, we are entitled to wonder: why the appointed officials
of the European Commission and the rest of the EU institutions avoid so much to let
their subjects (because that’s how they make us feel: subjects, not citizens)
decide? The ratification of such important treaties through national Parliaments is
all but democratic: we all know very well that there would be a resounding “yes”
to the European Constitution in the case French and Dutch PMs would vote, instead
of their peoples; and the same goes for the first Irish referendum on the Lisbon
Treaty. Nevertheless, the fact that the European leaders never respect the results
of the popular vote, whenever they make the mistake to allow it, is even more
undemocratic.
So, we have not been given the right to vote on this Treaty, which will directly
affect and worsen, in our humble opinion, our lives and the lives of our co-citizens
and of the generations to come. However, we dare to take advantage of your kind
hospitality in order to address the Irish public opinion, and make clear that we,
too, are very much worried by the dangers that we all run through - should the
“yes” be imposed upon the Irish people. We are very much concerned by the
unfair, biased and undemocratic intervention of Mr Barroso and so many other
leaders of the political and business world, all but disinterested, in the decisionmaking of a sovereign people.
We confess, however, that we are not disinterested either! We hope that the “no”
vote will prevail in Ireland, because we do not want the big member states to have
even more increased power in decision making; we do not want what ever is still
left of our social rights to be further undermined; we do not want a European Army
that will create even bigger problems and grief than those that people are actually
facing; we do not want even more powerful “bodies”, “structures” and
“institutions” that will decide on even more issues for us – without us. We do want
the Irish people to vote “no”, in our names too!
Yours truly,
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